Abstract -The underwater images usually suffers from non-uniform lighting, low contrast, blur and diminished colors. In this paper, we proposed an image based preprocessing technique to enhance the quality of the underwater images. The proposed technique comprises a combination of four filters such as homomorphic filtering, wavelet denoising, bilateral filter and contrast equalization. These filters are applied sequentially on degraded underwater images. The literature survey reveals that image based preprocessing algorithms uses standard filter techniques with various combinations. For smoothing the image, the image based preprocessing algorithms uses the anisotropic filter. The main drawback of the anisotropic filter is that iterative in nature and computation time is high compared to bilateral filter. In the proposed technique, in addition to other three filters, we employ a bilateral filter for smoothing the image. The experimentation is carried out in two stages. In the first stage, we have conducted various experiments on captured images and estimated optimal parameters for bilateral filter. Similarly, optimal filter bank and optimal wavelet shrinkage function are estimated for wavelet denoising. In the second stage, we conducted the experiments using estimated optimal parameters, optimal filter bank and optimal wavelet shrinkage function for evaluating the proposed technique. We evaluated the technique using quantitative based criteria such as a gradient magnitude histogram and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). Further, the results are qualitatively evaluated based on edge detection results. The proposed technique enhances the quality of the underwater images and can be employed prior to apply computer vision techniques.
INTRODUCTION
Underwater vision is one of the scientific fields of investigation for researchers. Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV) and Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROV) are usually employed to capture the data such as underwater mines, shipwrecks, coral reefs, pipelines and telecommunication cables from the underwater environment. Underwater images are essentially characterized by their poor visibility because light is exponentially attenuated as it travels in the water, and the scenes result poorly contrasted and hazy. Light attenuation limits the visibility distance at about twenty meters in clear water and five meters or less in turbid water. The light attenuation process is caused by absorption and scattering, which influence the overall performance of underwater imaging systems. Forward scattering generally leads to blur of the image features. On the other hand, backscattering generally limits the contrast of the images, generating a characteristic veil that superimposes itself on the image and hides the scene. Absorption and scattering effects are not only due to the water itself but also due to the components such as a dissolved organic matter. The visibility range can be increased with artificial illumination of light on the object, but it produces non-uniform of light on the surface of the object and producing a bright spot in the center of the image with poorly illuminated area surrounding it. The amount of light is reduced when we go deeper, colors drop off depending on their wavelengths. The blue color travels across the longest in the water due to its shortest wavelength. Underwater image suffers from limited range visibility, low contrast, non-uniform lighting, blurring, bright artifacts, color diminished and noise.
The research on underwater image processing can be addressed from two different points of view such as an image restoration or an image enhancement method [1, [16] [17] [18] . The image restoration aims to recover a degraded image using a model of the degradation and of the original image formation; it is essentially an inverse problem. These methods are rigorous, but they require many model parameters like attenuation and diffusion coefficients that characterize the water turbidity and can be extremely variable. Whereas image enhancement uses qualitative subjective criteria to produce a more visually pleasing image and they do not rely on any physical model for the image formation. These kinds of approaches are usually simpler and faster than deconvolution methods. Recently, many researchers have developed preprocessing techniques for underwater images using image enhancement methods. Bazeille et al. [3] propose an algorithm to pre-process underwater images. It reduces underwater perturbations and Bioinfo Publications improves image quality. The algorithm is automatic and requires no parameter adjustment. The method was used as a preliminary step of edge detection. The robustness of the method was analyzed using gradient magnitude histograms and also the criterion used by Arnold-Bos et al. [2] was applied. This criterion assumes that wellcontrasted and noise-free images have a distribution of the gradient magnitude histogram close to exponential, and it attributes a mark from zero to one.
Chambah et al. [4] proposed a color correction method based on the Automatic Color Equalization (ACE) model, an unsupervised color equalization algorithm developed by Rizzi et al. [5] . ACE is a perceptual approach inspired by some adaptation mechanisms of the human vision system, in particular, lightness constancy and color constancy. ACE was applied on videos taken in an aquatic environment that present a strong and nonuniform color cast due to the depth of the water and the artificial illumination. Images were taken from the tanks of an aquarium. Iqbal et al. [6] presented an underwater image enhancement method using an integrated color model. They proposed an approach based on a slide stretching: first, contrast stretching of RGB algorithm is used to equalize the color contrast in the images. Second, saturation and intensity stretching of HSI is applied to increase the true color and solve the problem of lighting. The blue color component in the image is controlled by the saturation and intensity to create the range from pale blue to deep blue. The contrast ratio is therefore controlled by decreasing or increasing its value.
Arnold-Bos et al. [2] presented a complete preprocessing framework for underwater images. They investigated the possibility of addressing the whole range of noises present in underwater images by a combination of deconvolution and enhancement methods. First, a contrast equalization system is proposed to reject backscattering, attenuation and lighting inequalities. If ( , ) I i j is the original image and ( , )
The additional use of adaptive smoothing helps to address the remaining sources of noise, which is corresponding to sensor noise, floating particles and miscellaneous quantification errors. This method applies local contrast equalization method as a first step in order to deal with non-uniform lighting caused by backscattering. Generally, contrast equalization will raise the noise level in poorly contrasted areas of the original image. Signal to noise ratio would remain constant after equalization; but the fixed color quantization step induces strong errors in dark zones. Compared to the local contrast equalization method, the homomorphic filtering (which adopts the illuminationreflectance model) has a slightly more important effect on noise in dark zones.
In this paper, we propose a preprocessing technique, which consists of sequentially applying filters such as homomorphic filtering, wavelet denoising, bilateral filtering and contrast stretching. First, we apply homomorphic filter to correct non-uniform illumination of light. Homomorphic filter simultaneously normalizes the brightness across an image and increases contrast. The homomorphic filtering performs in the frequency domain and it adopts the illumination and reflectance model. Wavelet based image denoising techniques are necessary to remove random additive Gaussian noise while retaining as much as possible the important image features. The main objective of these types of random noise removal is to suppress the noise while preserving the original image details. We use the bilateral filter to smooth the image while preserving edges and enhance them. Finally, we apply contrast stretching for normalizing the RGB values. The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows: section 2 describes proposed technique in detail. The experimental results are presented in the section 3. Finally, the section 4 concludes the paper.
A PREPROCESSING ALGORITHM
In this section, we present filters, which are adopted in the proposed technique. These filters are employed sequentially on degraded images.
Homomorphic Filtering
Homomorphic filtering is used to correct non-uniform illumination and to enhance contrasts in the image. It's a frequency filtering, preferred to others' techniques because it corrects non-uniform lighting and sharpens the image features at the same time. We consider that image is a function of the product of the illumination and the reflectance as shown below.
where ( , ) f x y is the image sensed by the camera, ( , ) i x y the illumination multiplicative factor, and ( , ) r x y the reflectance function. If we take into account this model, we assume that the illumination factor changes slowly through the view field; therefore it represents low frequencies in the Fourier transform of the image. On the contrary reflectance is associated with high frequency components. By multiplying these components by a high-pass filter we can then suppress the low frequencies i.e., the non-uniform illumination in the image. The algorithm can be decomposed as follows:
Separation of the illumination and reflectance components by taking the logarithm of the image. The logarithm converts the multiplicative into an additive one.
Computation of the Fourier transform of the log-image
. 
Wavelet Denoising
Thresholding is a simple non-linear technique, which operates on one wavelet coefficient at a time. In its most basic form, each coefficient is thresholded by comparing against threshold, if the coefficient is smaller than threshold, set to zero; otherwise it is kept or modified. Replacing the small noisy coefficients by zero and inverse wavelet transform on the result may lead to reconstruction with the essential signal characteristics and with the less noise. A simple denoising algorithm that uses the wavelet transform consist of the following three steps, (1) calculate the wavelet transform of the noisy signal (2) Modify the noisy detail wavelet coefficients according to some rule (3) compute the inverse transform using the modified coefficients.
Let us consider a signal Wavelet transform of noisy signal should be taken first and then thresholding function is applied on it. Finally the output should be undergone inverse wavelet transformation to obtain the estimatef . There are two thresholding functions frequently used, i.e. a hard threshold and soft threshold. The hard-thresholding function keeps the input if it is larger than the threshold; otherwise, it is set to zero. It is described as:
where w is a wavelet coefficient, T is the threshold and ( ) I x is a function the result is one when x is true and zero vice versa. The soft-thresholding function (also called the shrinkage function) takes the argument and shrinks it toward zero by the threshold. It is described as:
where sgn( ) x is the sign of x . The soft-thresholding rule is chosen over hard-thresholding, the soft-thresholding method yields more visually pleasant images over hardthresholding [7] . The BayesShrink function [8] has been attracting recently as an algorithm for setting different thresholds for every subband. Here subbands are frequently bands that differ from each other in level and direction. The BayesShrink function is effective for images including Gaussian noise. The observation model is expressed as follows:
. Y X V   Here Y is the wavelet transform of the degraded image, X is the wavelet transform of the original image, and V denotes the wavelet transform of the noise components following the Gaussian distribution .
Let us present a method for deriving of the noise: It has been shown that the noise standard deviation v  can be accurately estimated from the first decomposition level Bioinfo Publications diagonal subband 1 HH by the robust and accurate median estimator.
The variance of the degraded image can be estimated as (12) where m A are the coefficients of wavelet in every scale M is the total number of coefficient of wavelet. The threshold value T can be calculated using
where log , 2 ax( ).
Note that in the case where
is taken to be zero, i.e. .
MBS T  
Alternatively, in practice one may choose max | |,
MBS m
T A  and all coefficients are set to zero. In summary, the Modified BayesShrink thresholding technique performs soft thresholding with adaptive data driven subband and level dependent near optimal threshold given by:
Bilateral Filtering Bilateral filtering smooth the images while preserving edges, by means of a nonlinear combination of nearby image values [15] . 
